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We provide a background discussion of group support systems (GSS) research into aiding strategic management processes.  GSS 
support for strategic management has been primarily focused on qualitative analysis and the communication processes 
surrounding strategic planning. While fully developed in common decision-support systems, powerful simulation modeling and 
quantitative analytical tools have been difficult to integrate into GSS system configurations because they require increased 
cognitive load and expert modeling support, a central problem now addressed by collaboration engineering.  A conceptual and 
functional bridge is needed to integrate the qualitative and quantitative approaches, reduce cognitive load, and provide modeling 
support that does not require experts.  Acar’s analytical causal mapping is introduced as a structured method for situational 
formulation and analysis of unstructured strategic problems.  This form of causal mapping includes specific processes and 
analytical approaches offering cognitive modeling support for problem formulation. Its computational capabilities provide support 
for Systems Thinking approaches in a system easy to learn and use.   Using the methodological template of the design science 
paradigm, we contribute a prototype system for the development and simulation of causal maps that uses RePast 2.0, a Java 
agent-based modeling (ABM) and simulation library.   
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1. Introduction 
The potential for technological support of strategic management using group-support-systems (GSS) 
software has been the subject of research for many years (Tyran et al., 1992) and continues 
unabated, as evidenced by the feature article in the October 2006 issue of ORMS Today on 
computerizing multi-party negotiations (Kettelle, 2006).  This body of research has primarily focused 
on communication processes and qualitative analysis, and has found that specific communication 
technologies have an interdependent relationship with organizational form, where the interplay 
between form and technology is an important aspect of organizational change.  The integration of 
computer technology and communications capabilities has resulted in a richer communication 
capability for organizations (Fulk and DeSanctis, 1995).  This richer communication capability has 
directly contributed to the success of the strategic planning process in many organizations.  In a study 
involving 30 organizations that used GSS for strategic planning activities, researchers reported that: 
“The ability of the GSS to provide process support was found to be the most important contributor to 
strategic planning success....” (Dennis et al., 1997)   
 
Despite the improvement in the communication processes of strategic management found by GSS 
research, the integration of quantitative approaches and tools for strategic management has been 
problematic.  A conceptual and functional gap between qualitative and quantitative analytical 
techniques exists and is unaddressed in GSS research.  A new paradigm needs to take hold.  This 
paper discusses modeling support for strategy and policy using cognitive and causal mapping 
approaches.     
 
The integration of qualitative and quantitative approaches compounds the problem of system 
adoption because this increases cognitive load and requires expert modeling support, a central 
concern of collaboration engineering.  We approach this problem by designing a conceptual and a 
functional bridge that integrates the two approaches, reduces cognitive load, and provides modeling 
support that does not require quantitative expert facilitation.  We introduce a new methodological 
avenue of Acar’s (1983) Comprehensive Situation Mapping (CSM) as a causal mapping system, 
offering semantically rich modeling support for problem formulation that amounts to a new paradigm 
for scenario planning.  We tap his analytical causal mapping as a structured method for situational 
formulation and analysis of unstructured strategic problems.  It includes dialectical processes and 
analytical methods offering cognitive modeling support for problem formulation, and its computational 
capabilities provide support for Systems Thinking approaches in a system that is easy to learn and 
use.    
2. Background 
The development of information technologies for quantitative analysis has been primarily focused on 
structured analytical techniques (Tyran et al., 1992) including System Dynamics modeling (Forrester, 
1961) and other powerful simulation and modeling tools.  Strategists, however, have long been 
suspicious of computer modeling and simulation despite the availability of powerful tools used by 
operations research and management science (OR/MS).  These tools are not user-friendly to 
decision makers, are time consuming and expensive to develop and maintain, and frequently result in 
models that fit the designer’s conception of the problem rather than the decision-maker’s (Mason and 
Mitroff, 1981).  In recognition of this fact, the main European operational research journals, the 
Journal of the Operational Research Society and the European Journal of Operational Research, 
normally dedicated to problem solving, regularly dedicate special issues to the alternative path 
provided by problem-structuring methods (PSMs).  Recent reviews of these alternative procedures by 
Franco (2006) and White (2006) show them to be multiple, divergent, and often over-compensating 
for the formalism of OR/MS by espousing primarily softer, more qualitative approaches. 
 
Researchers in System Dynamics modeling (Andersen et al., 2006; Bryson et al., 2004; Andersen et 
al., 1997; Vennix et al., 1997) and cognitive mapping (Andersen et al., 2006; Ackermann and Eden, 
2005) have been working together on finding the right mix between methodological power and 
richness with a “Systems Thinking” approach.  In explaining the difference between System Dynamics 
and Systems Thinking, Richmond (1994) identifies three impediments to representing complex mental 
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models as the series of stocks and flows central to System Dynamics modeling:   
1. The gap between the explicit graphical representation and the tacit mental model; 
2. The complexity of the explicit model that results in cognitive overload; 
3. The ambiguity of the semantics of System Dynamics diagramming. 
As a solution to these problems, Richmond proposes a higher-level mapping language that can be 
translated into the more detailed stock-and-flow diagrams of traditional System Dynamics to help 
bridge the gap between the user’s mental model and the explicit representation in the model.  
Richmond points out:  
…one of the major “problems” with System Dynamics was the “we have a way to get 
the wisdom, we'll get it, then we'll share it with you” orientation. I feel that Systems 
Thinking should be about helping to build people's capacity for generating wisdom for 
themselves [(1994), p. 12]. 
 
Given the experience of GSS research into the problem of self-extinguishing GSS implementations 
(Briggs et al., 2003), this does not bode well for System Dynamics adoption.  The adoption and 
diffusion research has focused on the issues of slow adoption of GSS in organizations and project 
teams, and on factors influencing sustained use of GSS (Dennis and Garfield, 2003; Briggs et al., 
2003).   
 
While the focus in much of collaboration engineering is on user-friendly packaging of facilitation 
elements, the same applies to the software that is part of the GSS system (Briggs et al., 2003).  Also, 
because the cognitive load imposed by technological facilitation of complex qualitative processes is 
substantially increased if quantitative modeling and simulation tools are added to the mix, they have 
been relegated to more tactical use in the back office than use by key decision makers in the front 
office.  Consequently, minimizing cognitive load for practitioners is a key goal of adoption and 
diffusion research that focuses on the lack of sustained GSS use (Dennis and Garfield, 2003; Briggs 
et al., 2003).  The benefits of quantitative modeling must outweigh the cost of the increase in 
cognitive load to achieve sustained use. 
 
The benefits of GSS support for cognitive mapping are well established and researched (Chaib-draa, 
2002; Heintz and Acar, 1994), and Eden’s work in this domain (Eden and Ackermann, 1998) is 
considerable.  These tools can effectively mitigate problems associated with managerial cognition.  
Research (Hodgkinson et al., 1999) also shows that collaborative causal mapping reduces cognitive 
bias in the strategic decision-making process.  Electronic brainstorming research (Potter and 
Balthazard, 2004) using a cause-cueing technique, which directs attention to the underlying causes of 
problems identified by participants, shows that such direction increases the quality and quantity of 
generated ideas.   
 
This paper specifically contributes a prototype system for the development and simulation of causal 
maps using RePast 2.0, a Java-based ABM simulation library.  Our research uniquely combines 
cognitive approaches to strategic thinking, knowledge management and agent-based simulation in a 
prototype system for situation formulation in a group decision-making environment.  It directly 
addresses the cognitive load problems identified by Richmond (1994) and is a unique approach to the 
current Systems Thinking.  The evaluation and testing of the prototype shows that it is easy to learn 
and use (Druckenmiller et al., 2007).  The benefits gained from causal mapping and the reduction of 
cognitive load in a simplified tool potentially offset the added costs of quantitative modeling and 
simulation for key decision makers. 
 
We also argue that this research contributes to collaboration engineering research in ThinkLet design 
and construction for the organizing pattern of interaction.  While the research reported here focuses 
on the tool development side of ThinkLet construction, the overall theory of problem formulation also 
has a procedural base in dialectical inquiry that goes hand in hand with the development of the tool.  
We are currently testing facilitation scripts with usability testing approaches.  This research shows 
how usability testing and the design science method are fundamental to innovative ThinkLet 
development.  The research also contributes to the distributed artificial intelligence literature, because 
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of the innovative use of agent-based modeling and simulation for conceptual modeling, in addition to 
established environmental and social modeling applications. 
 
The paper first discusses the methodological context for this research, which follows the design-
science paradigm (Gregor and Jones, 2007; Hevner et al., 2004; Carlsson, 2006; Vahidov, 2006).  We 
next provide a brief discussion of the theoretical framework that provides for the rigorous 
development of a tool to address the problem.  Then we discuss the development of a testable 
software prototype that is the primary contribution of the research.  In discussing the development of 
the prototype, we present the design search process, the current prototype design, an example of the 
software’s forward analysis capability, and a brief summarization of the design’s evaluation through 
usability testing.  We finish the paper with a brief discussion of future research developments and 
some concluding statements. 
3. Methodological Context:  The Design-Science Paradigm  
For its methodological backbone, the research reported in this article utilizes the design-science 
paradigm (Gregor and Jones, 2007; Hevner et al., 2004; Carlsson, 2006; Vahidov, 2006).  This 
paradigm is an accepted approach to research and is complementary to the behavioral science 
paradigm rooted in behavioral science research.  While behavioral science research seeks to develop 
and justify theory, design science seeks to solve problems through innovative and creative 
development of artifacts that apply, and test, kernel theories and methods through an iterative 
process of development (Kuhn, 1996; Simon, 1996; Berente and Lyytinen, 2006).  Hevner et al. 
(2004) provide guidelines for design science research.  This article addresses these guidelines in the 
following ways: 
• Research Communication:  For collaboration engineers, this research focuses on the 
development of a new tool for construction of ThinkLets in the organizing pattern of 
interaction.  Our research describes an easy-to-use tool for Systems Thinking and conceptual 
modeling of problem situations.  For researchers, it provides an excellent example of the 
design-science paradigm applied to developmental collaboration engineering research. And 
for practitioners, it offers a description of an easy-to-use software tool for practical use in 
consulting situations involving group model building and systems thinking. 
• Research rigor:  The next section gives a theoretical perspective on a general theory of 
problem formulation though situational analysis based on CSM causal mapping.  This 
research has been instantiated in a prototype system now tested through the accepted 
usability testing procedures described in the usability testing literature.  While the test plan 
and procedures have been reported elsewhere in the literature (Druckenmiller et al., 2007), 
we summarize the test results in this paper as evidence of the evaluation of the research 
through testing.  We also argue that usability testing has an integral role in design science 
research and shares much of its goals and procedural base.  
• Problem relevance:  This research proposes a solution to the problem raised by Richmond 
(1994) and the Systems Thinking movement in their addressing the facilitation and cognitive 
load problem of System Dynamics modeling.  In an effort to enable adoption of the Systems 
Thinking approach in organizations, we elaborate and test a theory of problem formulation 
and framing that allows practitioners to develop Systems Thinking models themselves. 
• Design as a search process and an artifact: The body of this paper describes the 
development of a CSM tool that instantiates a general theory of problem framing in a 
prototype software tool.  The objective was to create a computerized device that 
accomplishes the primary core of CSM’s “backward” and “forward” analysis capability for full 
situation analysis, and yet is easy for the general user to learn and use.  We describe several 
iterations of the generate-test cycle, the problems encountered and solutions found in the 
iterative design search process. 
• Design evaluation:  The paper also summarizes usability testing results.   We conduct 
usability testing of the initial prototype according to standard procedures described in the 
usability testing literature.  The details of these tests have been reported elsewhere in the 
literature (Druckenmiller et al., 2007); still, we summarize the findings in this article following 
the description of the development of the software.   
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• Research contribution:  This research makes several contributions.  First is the software 
prototype itself.  Hevner et al. (2004) note that, in the design-science paradigm, the artifact (in 
this case our CSM Tool) is itself a research contribution.  In short, we are contributing a new 
tool for group model building and Systems Thinking, based on an innovative theory of general 
problem formulation and specifically aimed at Richmond’s (1994) problem.  Additionally, the 
research contributes to understanding the role of design science and usability testing as tools 
for ThinkLet construction; this offers a new avenue for agent-based modeling and simulation 
tools. 
4. Analytical Situation Framing or Problem Structuring 
4.1 Using Systems Thinking by Design 
Design science attempts to address the gap in Information Systems research between the rigor of 
theoretical formulation and the relevant practice embedded in the immediate need of business 
situations (Carlsson, 2006).  The method we advocate is being developed as a bridge between the 
rigorous, modern, solutions-oriented quantitative methods of OR/MS and the relevant, qualitative, 
problem formulation approach of process consulting (Acar, 1987).  Critical to any problem-solving 
situation is the formulation of the problem.  The strengths of OR/MS approaches lie in their 
quantitative solutions to formulated problems.  The difficulty, hence, is no longer in solving problems 
using quantitative methods, but in framing or formulating a problem situation to which various OR 





















Figure 1.  Acar’s CSM bridge  (Acar, 1987) 
 
In this regard, two research thrusts have made a seminal contribution to turning problem formulation 
into a science.  On the theoretical front, the work of Churchman (1971) and his colleagues, such as 
Ackoff (1981) and Mason and Mitroff (1981), is increasingly viewed as providing a philosophical 
foundation for the design of inquiring systems and continues to be cited (Peachey and Hall, 2006).  
Specifically, building on his analysis of the design of inquiring systems, Churchman contributes to the 
systems approach an interactive search process that he termed dialectical inquiry.  Mason and 
Mitroff start with the realization that little attention has been traditionally paid to the surfacing and 
testing of strategic assumptions in GSS research.  Contemporary research confirms these insights, in 
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that it usually finds that idea generation with GSS that uses assumption reversal techniques in 
electronic brainstorming promotes creativity and the production of fewer but better ideas (Hender et 
al., 2002).  
 
On the methodological front, real-world problems and policy situations that exhibit complexity have to 
be viewed as composed of many interrelated problems and issues.  Uncertainty and turbulence in the 
environment, competition, firm capabilities and implementation tactics necessitate a comprehensive 
approach to strategic problem formulation (Georgantzas and Acar, 1995).  Problem framing (or 
structuring as denoted earlier) is gradually replacing traditional problem solving (Checkland, 1981) in 
larger-scale interventions.  A systems approach to problem formulation stresses that isolated 
problems cannot be isolated from surrounding messy realities.  Therefore, framing the whole situation 
to understand its complex dynamics is central to finding holistic solutions.   
 
The messiness of reality requires a shift from formulating single problems to formulating entire 
situations (Ackoff, 1981). And, to be effective, strategies must holistically address the complexity of 
the entire situation rather than propose solutions to single problems. “Situation formulation” (Acar, 
1983) is an approach aimed at the integration of qualitative and quantitative analytical techniques in a 
single conceptual modeling approach that graphically represents strategic knowledge and is open to 
computation.  This holistic approach is compatible with the recent view of Knudsen and Levinthal 
(2007), who hold that choice sets are not available ex ante to actors, but must be constructed. 
 
The systems approach to situation formulation has generated a variety of strategic knowledge 
representation techniques.  Graphic representations are well known in the management and social 
science literature as both systems analysis tools and knowledge representation techniques (Sowa, 
1999). Huff and Jenkins (2002) identify a variety of cognitive mapping techniques derived from 
cognitive psychology.   More broadly, in addition to the personal construct theory of cognitive 
psychology (Kelly, 1955), a number of other approaches have been developed, including adaptations 
of mathematical graph theory (Harary et al., 1965), influence diagramming (Maruyama, 1963), causal 
mapping (Acar, 1983), and systems dynamics (Forrester, 1961).  
 
On the operational side, the abundant work of Eden and his team, e.g., Eden, 1990; Eden and 
Ackermann, 1998; Bryson et al., 2004; Ackermann and Eden, 2005, spanning three decades—first at 
Bath then at Strathclyde—and countless examples, has provided a wealth of details on ways to 
undertake the initial steps of problem formulation.  In fact, Ackermann and Eden’s recent book (2005) 
is aptly titled: “The Practice of Making Strategy: A Step-by-Step Guide.”  Their patient work documents 
how, in numerous and diverse situations, managers’ intuitive synoptic views can be captured by a 
variety of cognitive diagrams that support enhanced reflection and communication.  This work in 
cognitive mapping is trail-blazing in the area most neglected by the powerful OR/MS battery of tools, 
the front-end area addressing the framing or structuring of the problem(s).  Once this is done, Eden 
and his coauthors patiently guide their managerial advisees to benefiting from the power of full-
fledged computer simulation, often using some version of the powerful System Dynamics software. 
 
Can the already rich thrusts of the Churchman and Eden schools be somewhat combined? Acar 
(1983) has proposed combining dialectical inquiry with an analytical causal mapping technique; for 
this reason, it is called Comprehensive Situation Mapping (CSM) (Acar and Druckenmiller, 2006).  
CSM is both a collaborative process and an analytical framework that can be used for surfacing 
assumptions as well as devising strategic scenarios to aid the development of organizational foresight.  
Scenarios are crucial in dealing with “wicked problems” (Mason and Mitroff, 1981).  The analysis of 
change scenarios (Schoemaker, 2002; van der Heijden, 1996) allows the design of strategies to 
take place in spite of the messiness of the typical situation.   
 
Thus, CSM represents an integrated approach that combines the rigor of OR/MS modeling with group 
process technologies supporting situational analysis and problem formulation (Heintz and Acar, 1994).  
Scenario-driven planning is a holistic approach to situation formulation and strategy development. It is 
accomplished by blending qualitative planning processes based on assumption surfacing with 
quantitative modeling and simulation in a unified methodological framework (Georgantzas and Acar, 
1995).  As a process, CSM can, thus, be viewed as a collaborative dialectical conversation that, 
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through negotiation, develops a common conceptualization (causal map) of the problem situation to 
be addressed.   
4.2. The CSM Analytical Technique 
We chose to work with Acar’s CSM approach because it differs from other approaches using weighted 
links.  For example, let us consider the fairly typical method recently proposed by Scavarda et al. (2006) 
for constructing a collective causal map.  Although new visualization software (such as Bouzdine-
Chameeva’s ANCOM-2) was implied, the links are simply evaluated on a 7-point Likert scale as an 
assessment of the perceived strength of the relationships.   Let us also examine less common 
procedures, such as the ones recently reviewed by Montibeller and Belton (2006).  In an original method 
of their devising, the nodes of the causal graph are laid out vertically, with the bottom nodes indicating 
attributes, the middle ones representing consequences, and the top nodes denoting value concepts.  In 
addition, they allow for qualitative or quantitative assessments of the strengths of links as well as the 
signs of the relationships, thus allowing, in some cases, computation of the algebraic strength of the 
presumed relationships.  On the other hand, Acar’s CSM (1983) is of interest here because it is geared 
toward endowing cognitive mapping with computational properties with respect to calculating, not just the 
strength of the links, but the propagation of change in a causal network.  This is of an altogether different 
stripe from extant methods, as it opens the door to the computation of change scenarios. 
 
While the specific semantics and techniques of CSM have already been published in the literature (Acar 
and Druckenmiller, 2006), we present them here briefly for the benefit of the reader.  Figures 2 and 3 
summarize the technique and its semantics.  In contrast with most varieties of cognitive mapping, whose 
procedures vary from one sub-technique to the next, the node elements of a CSM causal graph always 
represent quantifiable variables.  Other restrictions militate to make CSM a methodical technique, one of 
which is that a strict interpretation applies to each type of link connecting the nodes displayed in the 
example of Figure 2.   CSM causal relationships are modeled through three channel types:  
 
• double arrows or full channel expresses an unfettered capability to transmit change from an 
upstream node variable to a downstream one; 
• a single arrow or half-channel expresses that several upstream links have to be activated 
together for change to be transmitted to a downstream variable; 
• a dashed arrow expresses a restriction or constraint on the transmission of change from node to 
node. 
 
In addition, algebraic change-transfer coefficients or transmittances indicate the sign and magnitude of 
change (for example, the notations “+.50” in Figure 2 to indicate a proportion of ½ between the change 
received from an upstream node and the resulting change in the downstream one).  Also indicated are 
the minimum thresholds, if any, and time lags (for example, the notations “2m” to signify time lags of two 
months between reception of a change signal and the actual transmission of the change).  
 
This somewhat complex notation affords CSM a mathematical underpinning.  Among all the easily 
used graphical procedures, CSM is the one to date to identify the intensity of transmittance of a 
causal link in a graph to the derivative (or slope) of a linear relationship among the downstream and 
upstream node variables.  Figure 3 summarizes this by showing how a linear relationship between a 
downstream variable Y and an upstream one X translates into a proportion between an increment in 
X and the resulting one in Y, the magnitude of which is expressed by the “transmittance” or change-
transfer coefficient of the channel. 
 
Treating change increments as mathematical differentials drops the constant terms, and Acar (1983) 
developed a technique for computing the resulting changes at each successive downstream node in a 
causal network.  He showed the resulting process of the cascading propagation of change to be 
transitive within chains of full channels.  CSM also makes a provision for flagging on the graph the 
sources from which change emanates, and marking up the goal vectors next to the focal nodes of the 
network.  The flow of change through the system is, thereby, quantified and may be used for in-depth 
analyses.   
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Node A













+/- n : Sign and magnitude
5m  :  Time lag and unit
(arrow indicates direction of change)
(ORG/NATURE) : Source of change
(+100% : Goal vector)
2m
 
Figure 2.  An Example of CSM (Acar, 1983) 
 
 
CAUSAL LINK SEMANTICS 
 
Change Transfer & Time Lag Coefficients 
 
  a 
       X  Y 
  ∆t = k 
 
  Implies  
Yt + k = a Xt  + b 
                OR 
∆Yt + k = a (∆ X) t 
   
      NOTATION   
     a : change-transfer or “transmittance” coefficient 
     K : time lag 
Figure 3.  Link coefficient notation - mathematical basis. 
 
The preceding summarization of CSM demonstrates the rigorous theoretical base of the current 
development and how it addresses the theoretical gap that exists between quantitative and qualitative 
approaches to problem formulation.  As such, it represents a general theory of problem formulation and 
represents the rigorous theoretical base of this research.  But theoretical solutions must also be relevant. 
The following section addresses the consulting process that facilitates the construction of causal maps as 
knowledge artifacts that represent a formulated problem or framed situation. 
4.3. Using CSM in a Consulting Process 
As a process-oriented method, Acar’s CSM progresses through several stages or “levels” in the 
development of causal graphs (Acar, 1983). From a collaboration engineering perspective, the CSM 
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process starts with divergence among the participants.  In the initial Survey or “Level 0” stage, the 
various participants create individual causal maps by identifying the key actors and variables in the 
system of interest.  This cautious beginning is followed, in the “Level 1” Structuring stage, by building 
a semantic network map.  In the final Graphing or “Level 2” stage, the causal linkages are finalized on 
the individual maps and goal nodes are identified.  Figure 4 gives a synoptic view of the entire CSM 
process and is particularly applicable to its initial divergent part.   
 
This initial divergence is later complemented by a convergence part using some or all of the analytical 
components shown in Figure 4, in which a common causal map is collaboratively developed using the 
insights from the individual maps.  This second, convergence part of the process creates at least 
partial consensus through dialectical inquiry in which all stages are revisited in a group context.  
Throughout the convergence and divergence parts of the CSM process, major and minor 
assumptions about the situation are surfaced and tested, resulting in commonly held perceptions of 
the situation expressed in maps similar in structure to Figure 2.   
Structural Analysis 
At the Level-0 Survey stage, one takes stock of the factors considered and assesses them for the 
extreme cases of incompleteness of scope or possible overlaps.  Like other digraph-based 
approaches, Acar’s (1983) CSM framework lends itself to the basic structural analyses using the 
algebra of “adjacency matrices,” the theorems and results of which are described in the classic text 
by Harary et al. (1965).  The classical structural analyses of graph change, reachability, graph scope 
and connectivity can be initiated as early as the Level-0 Survey stage, but they would be more 
effectively conducted (and completed) at the Level-1 Structuring stage as illustrated in Figure 4.  



















































































Figure 4.  A synoptic view of Acar’s system: components of causal mapping  (Acar, 
1983) 
Backward Analysis   
Churchman (1968; 1971) and Mason and Mitroff (1981) have brought to the fore the importance of 
creating, during strategy design, the conditions favorable to the surfacing of the (often hidden) 
underlying assumptions.  For them, it is the surfacing and testing of implicit assumptions that should 
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form the basis of the development of newer, more robust strategies.  Yet little use is being made of 
their concept of “assumptional analysis,” in spite of the finding that idea generation with GSS in 
electronic brainstorming promotes creativity when assumption reversal techniques are used (Hender 
et al., 2002).   
 
In this vein, CSM stresses repeated reexamination of the assumptions underlying a group’s causal 
map.  At any time, but mostly during its Level-1 Structuring stage, it solicits comparisons among 
individual decision makers’ (or decision-making groups’) views of the situation, and of changes in 
those views over time.  This affords us the “backward” analysis of assumptions advocated by 
systems theory authors.  In other words, analysis of key assumptions about the problem situation’s 
factors, variables, actors, and their relationships is undertaken to get a better sense of the 
qualifications and quantifications of those relationships (see Figure 4).  By adding to the systems 
theory a technique based on a clearly identified causal graph to fix ideas, the backward analysis 
component of CSM is more effective than the free-debate Dialectical Inquiry process of Churchman 
(1971) and the “Strategic Assumption Surfacing and Testing” process of Mason and Mitroff (1981).  
Forward Analysis 
The Level-2 Graphing and Goal Mapping stage adds to situation formulation and structuring a 
forward-analysis capability.  Its “forward” analysis component is what truly differentiates CSM from 
the competing approaches tallied by Huff (1990).   This stage of the CSM method includes goal 
negotiation and analyses of goal compatibilities and feasibilities.  More importantly, by including in the 
method indications, not only of the signs of the presumed causal influences but also of their 
intensities and possible time lags, Acar (1983) developed a technique for simulating manually (on the 
causal map itself) the propagation of change through a causal network.  This computational capability 
raises CSM to a level beyond dialectical-only methods, because it endows its users with an ability to 
compute change scenarios.  
 
Our present computerization of it, therefore, goes beyond alternative scenario-based approaches 
(Schoemaker, 2002; van der Heijden, 1996) in that it blends qualitative planning processes and 
assumption surfacing with quantitative modeling and simulation in a unified methodological thrust as 
recommended by Georgantzas and Acar (1995).  Undertaken with CSM, scenario-driven planning 
becomes a holistic approach to situation framing and strategy development conducive to collaborative 
organizational learning. 
Advantageous Features of CSM 
In summary, because of its forward analysis capability, the full CSM method allows for goal mapping 
and development of scenarios that aid strategic planning and formulation.  In addition, due to its 
backward analysis feature, the process proceeds in stages, first allowing for divergence among the 
participants and later guiding them toward convergence of their views.  Because of its combination of 
analytical and dialectical features, we deem CSM to be a Singer-Churchman (Churchman, 1971) 
inquiring system because different perceptions of a situation are merged through a “sweeping-in” 
process providing an inter-subjective view of the situation: the causal-graph based negotiations 
create a foundational consensus that forms the basis for the development of newer robust strategies.  
These features of the CSM method gave us a foundation on which to build a state-of-the-art GSS 
prototype, and thus a means for implementing the emerging paradigm of collaboration engineering. 
5. Design Search Process and Artifact for a Testable CSM 
Prototype 
5.1 Early Design Prototypes and Testing 
W. Acar’s (1983) CSM causal mapping approach was designed in the early 1980s as a manual 
system because, at the time, routinized systems could not support much interactivity.  Later work 
attempted to computerize the various component analyses of the CSM method.  W. Acar and T. 
Heintz (1994) showed how its collaborative aspect of map building and assumption analysis could be 
realized through object-oriented programming, and M. A. Acar (2000) illustrated the programming 
simplification that Java could bring to the task of computerizing the Survey and Structuring stages.  
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While object-oriented approaches to CSM automation initially appeared promising, difficulties in 
simulating complex causal loops led to significant technical limitations.  Implemented as a SmallTalk 
application, that early prototype demonstrated the potential of object-oriented techniques, but was 
limited to the graphic editing of causal maps and could not implement CSM’s Forward Analysis 
feature.  Our initial prototype study suggested a solution based on distributed artificial intelligence 
(DAI); yet it did not point to any specific implementation mode.  This constituted a serious limitation of 
our initial prototype and precluded its use for scenario development. 
 
The recent development of agent-based modeling (ABM) and simulation tools, e.g. Zhiang et al., 
(2006), provides a distributed solution to forward analysis.  Thus, the major challenge addressed at 
this stage of development was to enable the system to computerize the forward analysis of causal 
maps.  This was by no means a trivial challenge.  The complexity of causal loops in the most causal 
graphs entail computing, at each node, the cumulative impact of successive waves of change through 
the model when the propagation of change in the causal network is simulated.   This presented a 
substantial design challenge for developing automated scenario support using object-oriented 
techniques alone.   
5.2. Agent-Based Modeling (ABM) Solutions 
ABM simulation systems have only recently been used to research and analyze business systems 
and environments (Robertson, 2003; Zhiang et al., 2006).  Originally applied to biological and 
ecological contexts for modeling complex adaptive systems, the technique is now being applied to the 
social sciences as well.  Embraced by a growing number of scientific researchers in a variety of 
natural and social science disciplines, agent-based modeling creates artificial worlds that model real-
world environments.  Automated agents are used to populate these worlds and, based on simple 
rules, simulate the behavior of their real world counterparts.  Researchers use these simulated worlds 
to test theoretical and empirical constructs (Panepento, 2000). 
 
Strategy is ultimately concerned with designing complex systems.  ABM provides unexpected insights 
into holistic patterns based on the dynamic interactions of simple components.  Two basic research 
questions are pursued through ABM simulation: empirical evaluation of system dynamics and 
development of new “things that ‘ought’ to work” (Daniels, 1999).  Both of these questions are 
relevant to scenario planning and strategic decision support.  Causal maps are models of such 
environments.  Simulation of complex systems allows evaluation and observation of global behaviors 
and system dynamics that cannot be analytically predicted ex ante, and hence, can assist in the 
design of new complex systems composed of multiple interacting actors.  
 
The interaction of autonomous entities in a common environment is typically a mutually recursive 
process that could become analytically intractable.  ABM tools share with other computerized 
approaches a vulnerability to modeling and simulation: they are not user-friendly, are time consuming, 
expensive to develop and maintain, and frequently result in models that fit the designer’s conception 
of the problem rather than the decision-maker’s.  Aware of these traps, our current prototype offers 
the coordination of autonomous intelligent-agent activities with human control through agent-based 
conceptual models of causality.  Developments in DAI and multi-agent systems offer powerful and 
integrated solutions to both problems outlined above.  The next sections describe how agent-based 
development platforms allowed us to create a networked, platform-independent application that we 
linked with ABM simulation tools for generating the scenarios implied by the CSM maps.   
 
The outcome of the design process is to produce an intermediate-level abstraction amenable to being 
implemented (prototyped) through more traditional techniques.  Once a working prototype is 
developed, experimentation can take place and lead to refinements in the design.  Because of the 
emergent behavior of agent systems, an experimental approach with prototyping is required to gain 
experience with the actual effects of the system in a production environment.  In general, simulation is 
a useful research tool for research and has been successfully used as a research technique in 
strategy research as well as other disciplines (Phelan, 1997).   
 
The advantage of using multi-agent systems for development is that a simulated system environment 
can be created to test how the system works in a variety of controllable test situations.  A simulation 
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can be used to gain experience with the emergent behavior of the system, and the characteristics of 
the system interactions with users.  The prototype explored in this research uses agent-based 
modeling and simulation to implement and develop the “forward analysis” capabilities of CSM.  We 
investigated two agent-based modeling tools for potential use as an implementation environment for 
CSM: Swarm and Repast 2.0. 
Swarm 
Swarm (Swarm Development Group, 2003) is a software package for the multi-agent simulation of 
complex systems, originally developed at the Santa Fe Institute as a research tool for a variety of 
disciplines.  Since the task of engineering a multi-agent simulation system is beyond the capability of 
most scientific researchers, the Swarm project was initiated in 1994 as a simulation system using 
collections of concurrently interacting agents.  First available in 1996, the Swarm library has been 
used by researchers in biology, anthropology, computer science, defense, ecology, economics, 
geography, industry, political science, and management (Daniels, 1999). 
 
The conceptual basis of Swarm comes from the field of Artificial Life, which is a branch of artificial 
intelligence that studies biological systems and, through abstract modeling of biological mechanisms 
such as adaptation, identifies dynamic characteristics that become the basis of artificial modeling.  
The Swarm Development Group, a non-profit organization, supports the development of the Swarm 
Simulation System and its use by a community of researchers in a variety of agent-based models.  
Currently, Swarm is freely distributed for use under public license as a set of libraries that facilitate 
implementation of agent-based models.  
RePast2.0 
RePast 2.0 (REcursive Porous Agent Simulation Toolkit) (University of Chicago: Social Science 
Research Computing, 2002) is another swarm-like, agent-based simulation and modeling tool.  
RePast is a software framework for creating agent-based simulations using the Java language.  It 
provides a library of classes for creating, running, displaying, and collecting data from an agent-based 
simulation.  Citing the University of Chicago manual that presents it: 
RePast envisions a simulation as a state machine whose state is constituted by the 
collective states of all its components. These components can be divided up into 
infrastructure and representation. The infrastructure is the various mechanisms that 
run the simulation, display and collect data and so forth. The representation is what the 
simulation modeler constructs, the simulation model itself. The state of the 
infrastructure is then the state of the display, the state of the data collection objects 
etc. The state of the representation is the state of what is being modeled, the current 
values of all the agents' variables, the current value of the space or spaces in which 
they operate, as well as the state of any other representation objects (e.g. aggregate 
quasi-independent "institution" objects). The history of the simulation as a software 
phenomenon is the history of both these states, while the history of the simulation as a 
simulation is the history of the representational states (University of Chicago: Social 
Science Research Computing, 2002). 
Similar to Swarm, RePast allows a user to build a simulation as a state machine that changes the 
state machine through a schedule. RePast moves beyond the representation of agents as discrete, 
self-contained entities and virus agents as social actors who are “permeable, interleaved and mutually 
defining, with cascading and recombinant motives.  Repast supports the modeling of belief systems, 
agents, organizations and institutions as recursive social constructions” (University of Chicago: Social 
Science Research Computing, 2002).  
 
Therefore, RePast is more applicable to the modeling of social networks and interactions that are 
commonly found in business and management environments, and particularly in the semantics of 
causal mapping.  Simulation support for network topologies is an important distinguishing feature 
between RePast and Swarm.  In Swarm, environmental topologies are represented as a two- or 
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three-dimensional grid or torus,1 which is a natural way to view biological or ecological systems.  
Social science environments, including business management applications, are more naturally 
represented through network topologies, making RePast the logical choice to implement causal maps 
(given the node/link semantics of the method).  
5.3. Agent-Based Simulation of Causal Maps    
The power of this application is in its ability to first develop specific environmental topologies using a 
causal mapping approach, and then simulate the strategic landscape with an agent-based modeling 
and simulation tool.  The current prototype provides a graphic user interface for creating causal maps 
using Acar’s semantic system.  Once constructed, maps can then be put into motion (simulated) 
using RePast.  Agent-based modeling and simulation is uniquely suited to analyzing the complex 
loops found in causal maps.   
 
The complexity such loops embody is analytically intractable and precludes the use of strictly object 
oriented approach to design, but RePast provides a robust simulation environment.  Our simulation 
system is integrated into the editing interface of the application, and our linked editing interface 
provides an easily used graphic model-building tool for RePast simulations.  With this novel approach, 
the forward analysis of causal maps (i.e., the simulation of the propagation of change within the 
causal network) can be done at any time to test the implications of created maps.   
6. Current Design and Application Prototype 
6.1. User Interface Design 
We programmed the user interface using Java’s Swing interface components.  This library of graphic 
interface objects provides an easy-to-define user interface with standard components that allow the 
developer to follow commonly used guidelines for user interface (Sun Microsystems, 1999) in Java 
application development. These guidelines provide for consistent interfaces that minimize user 
learning curves and give the application an “intuitive” feel.  Bar menus, pop-up menus, dialogue 
boxes, etc., all provide standard windowed interface components.  In designing the user interface, we 
followed previous developments.  An early prototype (2000) implemented a Java based collaborative 
tool that provided a network-based application for sharing and editing maps; unfortunately, this initial 
prototype focused on the development of a client server application with minimal user interface 
development and no support for the forward analysis of causal maps.  The user interface components 
are presented in Appendix A. 
6.2. Agent-Based Modeling & Forward Analysis Simulation 
In order to illustrate the forward analysis capability of the software, we constructed two illustrative 
maps of topical interest.   
A Simple Topical Example 
The first of these two maps represents a hypothetical terrorist’s conceptualization of the dynamics of 
tourist travel to Europe, and the impact of terrorist threats on flight availability, air fares, and consumer 
demand for travel to European destinations.  Figure 5 to 8 show such a hypothetical scenario 
developed for demonstration purposes.  To better illustrate the method, we construct an alternate 
conceptualization of the same situation – that of an economist applying standard supply and demand 
theory–for comparison purposes and will discuss it in connection with Figure 9.  The underlying 
assumptions of these two maps differ only in the directionality of one of the causal links as explained 
below.  The simulations illustrate how a simple change of assumptions may radically alter the 
implications of a causal graph.  These implications are difficult to anticipate from just interviewing 
decision makers or looking at their maps, but are dramatically revealed when simulated with the 
software.   
                                                     
1  A micro-world environment that is basically a two dimensional grid can “wrap” in any direction.  For example, 
should agents wander off the left edge of the world, they would appear on the right hand side of the grid; this is 
viewed as a torus implementation. 
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In the first example map (Figure 5), increased terrorist threats impact both consumer demand and 
flight availability, as flights are canceled.  The link notation signifies that increased terrorist threats are 
assumed to cause a decrease of 5 percent in available flights and a decrease of 25 percent in 
consumer demand for travel to Europe.  A time lag of one week is indicated for both of these links.  
Fewer available flights forces fares higher; this affects consumer demand.  Decreased consumer 
demand means fewer people will travel to Europe.  Fewer people travelling to Europe makes threats 
to air travel less attractive to terrorists, decreasing the threat level.  Thus, this small CSM map 
represents a potentially disruptive terrorist’s possible conceptualization of the situational links in a key 
sector in the European economy.   
Computing the Forward Analysis 
We construct a scenario around this situation with an increase of 10 percent in terrorist threats being 
the only trigger (see Figure 5).  This is accomplished in our prototype by changing the default value in 
the property sheet of the terrorist threat node to ten.  Once this change is committed, the color of the 
node is changed to yellow to represent a triggering change in the node from its status quo level of 
zero.  We also choose three goal nodes (color-coded in crimson) for this scenario.  This is 
accomplished by editing the property sheet for air fares, European tourism, and consumer demand.  
When the scenario is simulated, a time plot (see Figure 8) showing the status of each goal node is 
displayed.  The time plot is automatically scaled as the simulation progresses, with the X-axis 
representing simulation time and the Y-axis representing the change in the node (either positive or 
negative) from the initial status quo level of 0. 
 
 
Figure 5.  Editing interface 
 
The link coefficients and time lags indicated on the CSM map of this example are for illustration 
purposes only and not based on empirical studies.  Empirical validation of simulation models is an 
outcome of the process.  At an early stage of map development, the coefficients and parameters to be 
entered are simply estimated by the decision participants when not easily retrievable from the firm’s 
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database.  Since this places limitations on causal mapping, a primary future thrust of this research 
would be to enable agent-based validation of quantifiable assumptions in the model through data 
mining or other data analytical methods. 
 
Once the scenario is constructed, we run an agent-based simulation.  This is initiated by selecting 
the “Run Simulation” option from the top drop-down menu (see Figure 15).  The causal nodes, now 
implemented as agents, transmit changes to other agents through the defined linkages.  Table 1 
shows the values of the nodes through the first five “time ticks,” with values representing the 
cumulative percent of change from the status quo.  Beyond this point, tabulating the calculations by 











Consumer   
Demand European Tourism 
Tick 0 10% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Tick 1 10% -.5% 0% -2.5% 0% 
Tick 2-4 10% -.5% 0% -2.5% -2.5% 
Tick 5 7.5% -3% -.5% -2.5% -2.5% 
Table 1.   Simulation of scenario through first five time ticks. 
 
 Fortunately, our ABM solution allows the prototype to function smoothly.  At tick zero, only the 
Terrorist Threats node has changed with the initial trigger value.  All other nodes remain at their status 
quo level of 0.  As the simulation progresses to time tick one, both the Flight Availability node and 
Consumer Demand nodes change value.  Flight Availability has decreased to -0.5%; this value is 
obtained by multiplying the change in terrorist threat level (10%) by the link coefficient of -0.05.   
 
Figure 6.  Repast simulation of edited map – simulation time 170 weeks 
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As the simulation progresses, the changes cascade through the map according to the time lags of the 
individual links.  By tick five, the 2.5 percent decrease in European tourism that occurred at tick two 
has reduced the terrorist threat level by the same amount to 7.5 percent and has reduced flight 
availability by 3 percent  Consumer demand and European tourism remain unchanged.  The changes 
continue to cascade through the system with increasingly wider swings in the node values, 
sometimes positive, sometimes negative.  These cascading changes are graphically represented in 
Figure 6 and Figure 7.  The next section explains the meaning of the color-coding of the links and the 
variations in node size displayed in these figures. 
 
 
Figure 7.  Repast simulation of edited map – simulation time 177 weeks 
Visualizing the Forward Analysis 
In our prototype, emergent patterns of node interaction and system dynamics are viewed and 
analyzed through animations, custom charts and graphs, and other functionality provided by RePast 
(see the oscillations in Figure 8).  This represents an important advance over traditional causal 
mapping methods, which are static representations of situational dynamics.  The ability to easily 
animate maps and set their dynamics visually into motion is a critical development that made our 
computerized causal mapping an engaging, dynamic, and interactive support tool for strategic 
decision support. 
 
We color-code the propagation of change through the network to enable visualization.  Figure 6 
shows the terrorist scenario at 170 weeks of simulated time.   The initial point of change in this 
scenario was an initial increase of 10 percent over the status quo of terrorist threats against air travel 
to Europe.  As the change propagates through the system, links are colored orange (light-colored 
links) when changes are loaded onto the link and red (dark-colored links) when they activate.  At 170 
weeks, terrorist threats have subsided, consumer demand for travel is on the rise and air fares have 
fallen.  Figure 7 shows the map at 177 weeks of simulated time.  Terrorist threats have once again 
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increased as available flights increase due to increased demand.  More available flights provide 
renewed rich targets of opportunity, etc.   
 
 
Figure 8.  Repast simulation of edited map – node graph 
 
Our prototype’s output is more visual and easier to follow than existing applications of systemic 
concepts. The nodes are either visibly increased or reduced in size, and the current change from the 
status quo is indicated inside the node as a percentage.  Our prototype also displays graphical 
summaries: Figure 8 is an animated graph of the oscillations of the levels of goal nodes as the 
simulation progresses through time.  The swings between positive and negative values get larger and 
larger as change reverberates through the system.  This oscillation captures visually the dramatically 
unstable scenario of economic destabilization caused by the terrorist of our example. 
Interpreting the Forward Analysis 
Because the simulated outputs are the implications of the situation as currently modeled, users can 
examine these outputs to help refine their assumptions and check the face validity of their model.  In 
CSM, an iterative process of backward assumption modeling and forward simulation analysis 
represented in Figure 4 allows decision makers to understand the nature of the strategic situation and 
problem at hand.  Alternate scenarios (due to changes in the initial conditions or changes in map 
structure) can be created and stored as separate maps. 
 
For example, an analyst using economic theory as a guide would have a slightly different view of the 
above situation.  Based on the basics of supply and demand, an economist would reverse the 
directionality of the link between Air Fares and Consumer Demand.  He would point out to the 
modelers of the system that air fares are prices set by supply and demand, and that supply 
decreases should be offset by decreasing demand, resulting in equilibrium at a new price level.  
Figure 9 represents the economist’s map and implicit scenario.  The trigger node is still a change in 
the Terrorist Threats level and Air Fares are still selected as the goal node.  
 
Figure 10 shows the end point for this scenario at time tick 22.  The system has stabilized with air 
fares at a new equilibrium price level that is 0.375% higher than the initial status quo.  The 
implications of this simple change are quite dramatic in that the system no longer exhibits a chaotic 
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Figure 9.  Revised example according to economic theory. 
 
 
Figure 10.  Economist scenario at end of simulation. 
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7. Iterative Design: Implementation Problems and Solutions 
Berente and Lyytinen (2006) identify the iterative nature of prototype development as a fundamental 
construct in information systems design.  In the implementation of this prototype, several practical 
problems with theoretical implications had to be resolved.  The development of the prototype is, thus, 
an evolutionary and incremental process.   The construction of dynamic systems models and their 
implementation with an agent model required us to loop back to the theoretical fundamentals of CSM 
in order to find practical workable solutions.  Since the constructed models are open-ended (they can 
specify an infinite variety of complex interactions between agent nodes), the scheduling of agent 
interactions and the possibility of infinite causal loops had to be specifically a part of the design.  The 
next section discusses the nature of the problems and the solutions that developed.    
7.1. Dynamic Model Construction and Agent Behavior 
The graphic modeling interface facilitates an interaction between modeling of assumptions and 
simulation of the implications.  Mapping models are easily updated, saved, and shared.  When a map 
is simulated, a RePast model is dynamically constructed from the graphically edited map with 
individual nodes represented as computerized agents.  Links between agents constitute the 
environment of the system, analogous to a communication network.   
 
Agents (nodes) listen on incoming links for changes from associated agents.  When changes “arrive,” 
after the time lag indicated on each link, each agent updates its state by adding the new change value 
(times the change coefficient on the link) to its status quo level.  Thus, changes are cumulative and, 
since link coefficients can be negative or positive, the current level of the agent will increase or 
decrease.  Changes do not automatically affect all agents, however.  Threshold values and 
restrictions are defined that allow the agent to block or drop changes from propagating through the 
system, but active changes are transmitted on outgoing communication links. Thus, agents are both 
interactive and autonomous.   
Scheduling 
Links are implemented with a vector structure, since successive waves of change can be present on 
a link at the same time due to the time lags and loops of specific models.  As changes mature with the 
progression of time, they become “hot” and activate the links one after another.  The attached agent 
then gets the change and updates its state.  The change element is deleted from the link,and the 
agent processes the change.  Links need not be implemented as agents. 
 
The different kinds of links also affect agent behavior.  Agents will process full channel linkages if 
threshold values allow.  Partial channel changes, on the other hand, are only processed if all 
incoming partial channels are activated.  Agents hold activated link values in memory, and when all 
partial links are active the change is processed.  Partial link processing is not fully additive, in that the 
change values on each link are not always added together.  In Acar’s (1983) system, these links 
model the semantics of the necessary or sufficient conditions for a change to take place (in CSM, 
partial link changes take the minimum value of the associated links).  Restriction links represent 
qualitative factors that operate as a binary switch on the node restricting or enabling an agent.  If a 
restriction link is activated, the associated agent is blocked from processing changes.   
 
Change is initiated in the system by the user’s specification of an initial level, either positive or 
negative, that is different from the status quo level.  These changes in initial conditions are made in 
nodes that represent either external triggers (external agents that affect the system) or internal levers 
(internal agents that represent controlled agents in the system of interest.)  These “sources of 
change” nodes are graphically represented in the system by a change in the node color to orange.  
Scenarios are run by changing the initial level of trigger or lever nodes that represent different sets of 
initial conditions.  Primary agent behavior during each time step of simulation time is recursively 
scheduled.   
The Possibility of Infinite Loops 
The node agents continue to process changes that cascade through the system until no new changes 
are present on links.  This means that agent behavior must be continuous.  Infinite causal loops can 
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develop as a result.  A basic test problem is illustrated in Figure 11. 
 
 
Figure 11.  Test map of infinite causal loop. 
 
Agents (nodes) are processed in order from A to D.  Assume that, at time zero, agent A initiates a 
change to agent B.  The associated channel is a full channel with a time lag of zero.   The magnitude 
of the change coefficient is one.  Since the time lag is zero, the change is placed on the link to agent 
B and the link is immediately activated.  Agent B is linked by a full channel with a time lag of zero and 
change coefficient of one to agent C.  This link is immediately activated.  Agent C has a return link to 
agent B and an incoming link from agent D.  Agent D is a source of change but has not yet had a 
chance to act, so agent C has received no change from D.  But the change from A via B is present, 
and C processes the change and places a change on the return link to B.   
 
Now it is Agent D’s turn to be processed.  A change is placed on the link to C, and the link is activated.  
If agent behaviors were only scheduled for one-time activation during a time step, all processing 
stops and the simulation time is advanced.  However, processing would be incomplete according to 
the semantics of the map, because there still is an unprocessed change on the D-C and C-B links.  
The nodes should be revisited to process these new changes.  After processing, however, there will 
now be a change present on the B-C link and a second change on the C-B link.  This, of course, 
leads to an infinite loop and escalating change.   
Avoiding Infinite Loops 
These feedback loops are common in causal maps and systems dynamics and, while problematic for 
automated processing, are essential to modeling complex systems.  From the standpoint of 
scheduling, the infinite regress is what should happen given the semantics of the situation.  
Scheduling of agent behavior, therefore, needs to be recursive and not just a single-pass polling of 
agents.  Without feedback loops, agent D’s changes would not be processed by Agent C because of 
the sequential ordering.  Random processing could be used, but with a single-pass system, the 
problem still remains.  So recursive scheduling is necessary but can lead to the problem of infinite 
causal loop.  
Two basic approaches can be taken to solving this problem.  One approach is to limit the semantics 
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so that time lags of zero are not allowed.  This keeps the system from hanging and allows the loops to 
play out over time.  Part of the problem is that we are using discrete units of time which could be one 
minute, one hour, one day, etc.  Causal systems take place in continuous time but our representation 
is discrete.  If the basic unit of time in the simulation is one month, a time lag of zero means 
something less than one month.  True simultaneity is not a feature of causal networks because a 
cause should play out prior to its effect (unless one is considering quantum mechanics) in social 
networks.   
 
The second solution involves a more intelligent use of threshold values by the agent.  Agents can 
keep track of time and only allow so much change during a single time step.  This would allow a 
certain amount of recursion during a single time step but stop short of infinite progression.  In the 
current development we have chosen the former solution while working on alternatives along the 
latter mode. 
8. Design Evaluation: Usability Testing Results 
We conducted usability testing of the initial prototype according to standard procedures described in 
the usability testing literature (Rubin, 1994; Caulton, 2001; Zimmerman and Muraski, 1995).  The 
details of these tests have been reported elsewhere in the literature (Druckenmiller et al., 2007), and 
so we will only summarize the findings here.   
 
The interface must be intuitive and easy to use for widespread adoption.  Graphic representation of 
dynamic situations should lead to new insight and the formulation of useful strategies.  We conducted 
usability testing of the system to refine the user interface; it is an important aspect in the successful 
outcome of the use of a GSS in decision-making situations (Wheeler and Valacich, 1996).  User 
acceptance and adoption is also dependent on the overall design of the strategic decision making 
process of which software is only a part. However, this testing is beyond the scope of the current 
development. 
 
The design of a usability test is contingent on its exact purpose.  Our exact purpose was to explore 
the basic usability of the current prototype compared with the original paper-based system.  The 
testing focused on three aspects:   
• first, the user interface issues in terms of its effectiveness, learnability, and likeability;  
• second, a criterion for establishing baseline data for the completion of common tasks;  
• and, third, a compilation of anticipated tasks, used to generate suggestions for product 
improvement.   
The prototype testing results confirmed that the software tool was easy to learn and use, that it was 
preferred over the manual, paper-based system, and that several flaws in the user interface could be 
identified and improved.  Further testing revealed that users prefer to use this tool for construction of 
causal maps over other generic drawing tools such as white boards, flow-charting tools, etc.  Some 
CSM requisites such as the ability to reconfigure the maps and links dynamically in the tool would be 
extremely difficult or impossible to do with generic drawing toolsets.  An even stronger case could be 
made in favor of our prototype’s integrated notation system for minor assumptions (time lags and 
change-transfer coefficients), and its capability for carrying out the computation of the successive 
waves of changes needed to perform CSM’s forward analysis of the potential scenarios implied by 
the causal graphs. 
9. Limitations and Future Research Directions 
The current prototype development has only considered the implementation of software tool support 
for creating, editing, and simulating causal maps’ implicit scenarios.  One of the key insights from 
Collaboration Engineering and the development of ThinkLets (Briggs et al., 2003) is the necessary 
specification of the facilitation script for use with a specific tool and its configuration.  Further usability 
testing of facilitation scripts and associated requirements for multiple configurations will need to be 
done.  The usability testing of the prototype compared it to a manual paper-based consulting method, 
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and established the benefits of automation for ease of use and reduction of cognitive load, but further 
testing will need to be done to determine the facilitation approaches for creation and development of 
the kind of causal map that works best with the tool.  Comparative testing with other causal mapping 
approaches and systems dynamics modeling is beyond the scope of the present development.   
 
The iterative nature of software development, central to design science research and  user-centered 
design, will necessitate successive developments as we learn more about how the tool affects group 
dynamics and the interaction between script and tool.  Currently, we are using the tool with 
undergraduates in an Information Systems Management course to develop prototype facilitation 
models for strategic enterprise systems analysis and strategic project formulation.  Our current tool 
has allowed students to make sophisticated and insightful analyses of complex strategic situations, 
but it will require further development for use in consulting situations involving top management levels. 
 
The research described in this paper has many potential future directions in the development of 
additional software tools for systems thinking and business intelligence, as well as the development 
of scripting elements and new ThinkLets for the organizing pattern of interaction.  CSM provides a 
framework for development of additional testing of the theory of problem formulation.  Following are a 
few of the additional directions research could take: 
• Support for Backward Analysis:  In future developments, environmental scanners could be 
designed to use causal maps for automated intelligent filtering that provides a contextual 
framework for intelligent, directed environmental scans of the corporate external and internal 
environments.  Business intelligence applications currently perform this role but lack strategic 
direction.  One of the newest business intelligence tools, Business Activity Monitoring (BAM), 
provides monitoring of business activities in real time from either a tactical or strategic 
perspective.  BAM will be an increasingly important aspect of business intelligence 
applications over the next decade (McCoy and Govekar, 2002; Gassman, 2003).   
• Support for Forward Analysis:  To gain competitive advantage through scenario-driven 
planning, strategic managers and their analytical routines need be designed to support 
“forward analysis” by using the simulation capabilities of causal maps such as those 
developed in the current prototype.  A decade ago, Phelan (1997) used multi-agent systems 
in which he employed a learner-classifier (Holland, 1992) machine-learning simulation based 
on genetic algorithms.  The central focus of Phelan’s research was a simulation method using 
an adaptive multi-agent system that employed agents to simulate strategic situations that 
would be difficult to study experimentally (as is the case with strategy.)   
Phelan used agent systems to simulate the strategic landscape and the strategies pursued to 
optimize performance in a dynamic environment.  While his research showed the benefits to 
be gained from creating a simulation test bed for testing generic strategies, it was limited to a 
micro-world testing of strategic theory instead of addressing how to model specific 
organizational situations.  On the other hand, a multi-agent causal map could be used to 
model a specific strategic landscape, which could then beused to test development of robust 
adaptive strategies for specific organizational challenges.      
• Support for Structural Analysis:  Mapping facilitators need to be designed to support 
dialogue management for graph analysis, integration, and occasional comparison of causal 
maps.  The key development here is the building of computerized agents to compile and 
analyze the factor or scope overlap of individual maps, and to propose potential changes to 
facilitate merging individual maps into a common one.  Over time, agents could store graphs 
and use their change histories to refine the facilitation process.  The pattern of changes and 
the recurring themes in graphs could be used by agents to help critique maps developed by 
end-users, and provide for an intelligent facilitation of the dialectical process of map creation.  
10. Conclusion 
This research develops an approach that theoretically stands between qualitative cognitive modeling 
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and quantitative OR/MS modeling approaches.  Following the design-science paradigm, and taking 
heed from the evolution of problem framing and structuring methods, we rigorously develop a specific 
conceptual model and an integrated tool for causal modeling.  Our proposed tool addresses the key 
problem of the cognitive load introduced by quantitative System Dynamics modeling.  The primary 
contribution of this development is an instantiation of this tool in a testable prototype system.  The tool 
was evaluated through standard usability analysis for its ease of use and learnability.   
 
Methodologically, we argue that there is a strong relationship between Design Science and User-
Centered Design.  User Centered Design and, specifically, usability testing provide a structured way 
to insure that rigorous theory-based design is also highly relevant.  Thus, there is a natural 
partnership between design science research and user-centered design.  This prototype illustrates 
how the two are complementary methodological thrusts that guide the development of software 
applications both theory-based and practical. 
 
Strategically, this research contributes an operational linkage between scenario-driven planning for 
strategic management and the latest distributed artificial intelligence (DAI) modeling tools.   Scenario-
driven planning is revolutionizing the way decision makers manage uncertainty and change 
(Gassman, 2003; Rangarajan and Rohrbaugh, 2003; van der Heijden, 1996).   Our development of a 
user-friendly distributed tool for creating and simulating causal maps demonstrates the synergy of 
well-designed methods for strategic thinking combined with intelligent support from distributed 
artificial intelligence features.  Until this development, computerized modeling and simulation was 
deemed too difficult for the ordinary user and left to specialists (Eden and Ackermann, 1998; 
Ackermann and Eden, 2005).  Our contribution paves the way for new tools combining a user-friendly 
interface for graphically developing scenarios and simulation models.  This will put the design of the 
simulation model squarely in the hands of the user of the system and set the stage for the 
collaborative development of scenarios.   
 
From now on, decision makers themselves will be able to develop and exploit the power of agent-
based modeling and simulation at minimal cost and with maximal effectiveness.  The research also 
opens the door to someday using agent-based conceptual models to guide intelligent searches of 
intranet and extranet space to support the backward analysis of causal factors, coefficients, and 
relationships.  Given the wealth of information available from such sources, the development of a 
human-artificial conceptual map is headed toward becoming an invaluable guide to selecting relevant 
information for strategic decision making. 
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Appendix A: CSMTools user interface 
Our current user interface components (see Figure 12) are based on drop-down menus that follow 
common user-interface specifications.  For example the “File Menu” is the first menu item on the bar 
menu at the top of the application.  The File Menu allows the user to create new maps, open existing 
maps, close the current map and save the current map (see panel A). 
 
Panel A Panel B 
Panel C Panel D 
Figure 12.  User interface components 
Basics of the User Interface 
The “Edit” menu allows the user to edit the map, add nodes and add links (see Figure 12, panel B).  
In the “Edit Map” mode, the user may select and reposition nodes and links on the map.  When “Add 
Nodes” is selected, the user can add nodes with each left mouse click.  When “Add Links” is selected, 
the user can add links between nodes by left-clicking the first node and then dragging the link to the 
receiving node.  This method of adding nodes and links allows a user to work efficiently by first adding 
nodes, then adding the links between them.   
 
When a new map is created, a map-drawing surface is created with the name “Untitled1”.   Right-
clicking on the grey drawing surface will present a pop-up menu with the same options as the “Edit” 
menu (see Figure 12, panel C).  The “Edit” menu allows the user to switch between “Edit Map” mode 
where nodes and links can be repositioned, deleted or edited, and two “Add” modes where nodes and 
links may be added to the drawing surface but not edited.  This is an efficient way to draw maps 
because the user is not required to continually switch between the Add and Edit modes for each node 
or link added, as is common with most drawing interfaces.  One key aspect of the usability testing 
performed in the research was to test this design decision, since it represents a potential problem for 
users not used to doing things this way.   
Also, in the “Edit Map” mode (indicated on the status bar on the lower right corner), right-clicking on a 
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node allows the user to edit the properties of a node or to delete that node (see Figure 12, panel D). 
More Advanced Features 
Choosing the “Properties” option allows the user to edit the node/link property sheets.  “Error! 
Reference source not found.” shows the node property sheet.  Fields are available to enter the 
node name, description, default value, minimum and maximum threshold values, and a check box 
that indicates whether the node is a goal node.  If the goal node property is checked, its value is 
automatically graphed in a simulation allowing the user to evaluate goal expected values.  Command 
buttons allow changes to be saved (“Commit Changes”) or discarded (“Revert Changes”); another 
option is to discarde changes and close the property sheet (“Cancel”). 
 
Figure 13.  Node property sheet. 
 
Right clicking a link allows the user to edit the link property sheet or delete the link.  The link property 
sheet (see Figure 14) pops up when the user chooses “Properties”.  Fields are available to enter the 
link name, description, change-transfer coefficient, time lag and type of channel.  Buttons allow 
changes to be saved (Commit Changes), discarded (Revert Changes), or again discarding changes 
and closing the property sheet (Cancel). 
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Figure 14.  Link property sheet. 
 
The “Simulate” menu allows you to simulate the map with the “Run Simulation” item, even though 
the “Parameters” menu item may not be not currently set-up.  When the “Run Simulation” item is 




Figure 15.  Simulation controls. 
 
The primary icons used to control a simulation are: 
   The play button, which “plays” the simulation until it stops. 
   The step button, which steps through the simulation one time-tick at a time.  The 
status display on the right shows the current tick count of the next time step to be 
executed.    
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  The stop button, which stops the simulation if it has been played and is not yet finished.  
  The pause button, which pauses the simulation; it then can be started again with the 
play button. 
  The reset button, which resets the simulation, reinitializes all variables, and allows the 
simulation to be re-started. 
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